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 With every speech comes a public response.  If the speech, whatever 

purpose it intended to have, fails, then the public mutters disapproval and at 

most, refuses to take the speakers words to heart. During a time of sensitivity, 

healing, and confusion, words are capable of acting as a medicated dressing. All 

that is needed are the right words. Lincoln appears before the people of the 

states as one of their very own—one who through a three minute speech spoke 

words of the people.   

 By the time the war had ended. Lincoln had owned the oval office for 4 long 

years. He observed “less occasion” for the traditional brew-ha-ha of most 

Inaugural Addresses and dives into the concern of recent events. A short 

summary of these events ensues, but through them flows impartiality and hope 

for reconciliation. He began by relaying the “thoughts anxiously directed to an 

impending Civil War.” By appealing the past, Lincoln, perhaps unbeknownst to the 

crowd, reaffirms the passing of a great, unavoidable struggle. The people are free 

and in need of moving forward as a nation in its entirety. 

 He addresses both parties, “one [who] would make war rather than let the 

nation survive and the other [who] would accept war rather than let it perish.” 

With this paralled statement, Lincoln brings forth a common venture between the 

two previously, and perhaps currently, opposing, sides: They are both willing and 

eager to fight for what they believe. Lincoln reminds his listeners that no one won 

the war, but all learned from it. Both sides entered the conflict with w/o knowing 

the consequences. Since “neither party expected [its] magnitude or duration, 

[nor] that the cause of conflict might cease w/, or even before, the conflict itself 

should cease,” neither party found whatever it was they thought to have lost. 

Could it be they forgot what it was? 

 Lincoln reminds them of their same God and same Word of God. Did they 

not know that “the prayers of [everyone] could not be answered?” Perhaps this 

was a lesson, hopefully well learned. The will of God is unmovable and all 

attempts to do so will be futile. The people have been given a chance to start 

anew, a break in the storm to gather their wits. Lincoln says, “Fondly do we hope, 

fervently do we pray, that this might scourge of war may speedily pass away.” A 

pathos for the hunt, a hope for the future, and a call for action lie in these words: 

“malice toward none, w/ charity for all, w/ firmness in the right as God gives us to 

see the right, let us shine on to finish the work [which] may achieve and cherish a 

just and lasting peace.” 


